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Jason Culmone 
When Things Get Swept Under the Rug: A Restructure of Metaphor  
The subject of this paper is “metaphors.” Its focus, however, is on a certain sort of 

metaphor—a sort not found in the existing literature. The focus, then, is not one to be finalized but 
only introduced: I do not intend to here have the last word but in fact, and more importantly, the first. 
As I see it, there has been a general belief among philosophers who write about metaphor that all 
metaphors are abstract, complex figures of speech. These philosophers write about metaphors with 
this in mind, and it has led, I believe, to rather skewed theorizing.  
 The sort of metaphor with which I am concerned has found itself wrongly subsumed within 
these extant contemporary analyses of metaphor, which have sought to explain all metaphors, or at 
least the very great majority of them. With their increased comprehensiveness, however, they ran the 
risk of decreased specificity, and it is in this way that certain metaphors were mishandled, and their 
distinction from other, rather different metaphors went unmade. Of course, it is not always clear 
whether things get swept under the rug intentionally or not, though when it happens too often or for 
too long, someone is bound to notice. 
 Let us first consider what this new category of metaphor is; we will then begin to introduce, 
in a general way, and before turning to a few examples, how these metaphors work. They are, as far 
as metaphors go, an ordinary use of language—noticeably more ordinary, you might say, than are most 
metaphors. With this ordinariness, these metaphors have a noticeable relation to the world—that is, 
they have substantive literali considerations—and, as we will see, their purpose as metaphors in fact 
originates in this. 
 The purpose of these “ordinary” (or what I will call autological) metaphors is the appreciation of 
their effect.ii,iii By purpose I mean simply their role as metaphors for us, and appreciating their effect is 
(roughly) similar to recognizing their meaning. (It will become clearer later why I favor my phrasing and 
avoid use of the word 'meaning'.) In this paper, I aim to delineate a process through which the effect 
of autological metaphors can be appreciated, and I place their proper analysis in a (somewhat) 
conceptual, cognitive understanding. What this particular brand of understanding exactly means will 
become less muddled as I move forward; but first, before I begin, we require a bit more groundwork: 
Deferring the task of explanation for a moment, I turn first to a few examples of the ordinary sort of 
metaphor with which I am concerned.   
 Suppose a woman who has grown tired of her fiancé and dreams of a life abroad says of him, 
“He's really just holding me back.” Or suppose I asked you the whereabouts of one of our close 
friends, to which you reply, “I'm not certain. She plays her cards close to her chest.” Or again, suppose 
I mention to you that I am working toward a promotion, though admit that there are a lot of hurdles 
in my path. Upon brief reflection, it seems apparent that the meanings of these metaphors originate 
in their literal considerations: indeed it is through imagining the wife-to-be actually being held back 
that I am able appreciate her ennui and marital impediments, and it is through imagining our friend 
actually holding playing cards near her chest that I am able to appreciate her caution and weariness; it 
is through imagining me actually moving about hurdles that you are able to appreciate the difficulties 
I am faced with.iv  
 For the sake of a name, I'll call these metaphors autological metaphors, since they represent just 
what their words express. I'll call the view which houses the analysis of autological metaphors the 
representational view, and will maintain as a thesis that autological metaphors are a unique sort of 
metaphor which have been inadequately accounted for by contemporary analyses of metaphor. I 
argue, instead, that they must be—and are in fact better understood when—analyzed through the 
representational view laid out below. The representational view is itself made up of a collection of 
accounts of metaphor―those of Donald Davidson (1978), Kendall Walton (1993) and George Lakoff 
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(1993)―and, though it may seem arbitrary, their combination is deliberate and results in, I believe, a 
proper and effective account of autological metaphors.  
 The representational view is comprised of three component theses. Each thesis is asserted 
following a repudiation of the current, albeit unwitting, accountv of autological metaphor, on the 
grounds that the account does not adequately describe them. The first three sections of the paper take 
up these theses in turn and follow their numeration, which I give below: 

 
(I) Autological metaphors have no housed metaphorical meaning, but rather have just their 
literal meaning, which is the meaning of the metaphor taken in its most literal, which is to say 
its most ordinary, interpretation (Davidson 1978, 32). 
 
(II) Autological metaphors induce a game of content oriented make-believe (Walton 1993, 39-
40). Involvement in the game and consideration of the metaphor, as if it were true, provide the 
foundation for appreciating the metaphor's effect.  
 
(III) Following participation in the game, the metaphor's source-domain maps to the 
metaphor's target-domain (Lakoff 1993, 206-207), where the content from the source-domain 
is found to be identical with that of the target-domain;vi from there the purpose of the 
autological metaphor is established. 
 

This paper will progress, section by section, and this in a general way, as follows. In section I, I push 
back against the idea that all metaphors have, of a necessity, some or another nuanced or complex 
sense, and explain why autological metaphors are an exception to this. Section 2 outlines the 
imaginative criteria which allow autological metaphors to be thought about and recognized as doing 
ordinary, not abstract, work. In section 3 this work is positioned in a more recent, cognitive theory of 
metaphor (that of George Lakoff), showing autological metaphor not to be intractable, but something 
friendly to a recent theory of metaphor. I then move to consider two objections in section 4, one to 
the notion of autological metaphor, the other to the representational view itself, and in section 5, I 
conclude and discuss future directions for the analysis of metaphors, autological and otherwise.  
 Before I make my start, I should note that the distinction I draw between autological 
metaphors and other metaphors indeed flies in the face of contemporary analyses, without which my 
paper would not have much of a force. Max Black, for instance, does not establish a difference 
between the metaphors “Poverty is a crime” and “My Love is a red, red rose” (Black 1978, 445); 
Donald Davidson mentions both “Lattimore's a Communist” and “She's a witch”vii as similar 
examples of metaphor (Davidson 1978, 43); George Lakoff, within the same cognitive theory of 
metaphor, analyzes “Quit pushing me around” alongside “Time is flying by” (Lakoff 1993, 217; 220); 
and, the more recent Elisabeth Camp discusses both “That butcher is a surgeon” and “The earth 
pirouettes around the sun” (Camp 2006b, 161; 164), drawing no distinction when analyzing the 
different ways metaphors can be comprehended.   
 I can, certainly, conceive of what it would be for poverty to actually be a crime in the world,viii 
though I find considerable difficulty in imagining love actually as a rose. I can easily imagine what it is 
to be actually pushed around, though I am not at all certain what it would be for time to actually fly 
by. Just the same, I find I can easily imagine what it is for someone to be a Communist, though I 
immediately find more trouble in imagining someone as a witch.ix In this way, we begin to see a 
demarcation of two inherently different types of metaphor: on the one hand autological and, on the 
other, the more abstract, less intuitive sort. 
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1. The meaning of an autological metaphor 
 

 First, I establish the thesis that autological metaphors mean only what their words, taken in 
their most literal interpretation, mean. To appreciate their effect, we need only consider this literal 
meaning. We do not look to what is often referred to as their “metaphorical meaning” because, quite 
simply, there is no such a thing. Metaphorical meaning is defended as the intended effect (i.e. the 
cognitive content) of a metaphor in addition to and apart from its strictly literal meaning, and, whether 
thought of as intrinsic or the result of the metaphor user intending it to be there,x a metaphor's purpose 
as such is argued to be the recognition of its metaphorical meaning.  
 And so Elisabeth Camp sees metaphor as “. . . a form of speaker meaning, on which speakers 
intentionally say one thing in order to communicate something different” (Camp 2006a, 280; my 
emphasis), while Max Black argues that “. . . a metaphor producer means something . . . by his 
metaphorical statement” (Black 1979, 140), and goes on to claim that  

 
. . . it would help us to understand how a particular metaphorical utterance works . . . if we 
could satisfy ourselves that the speaker is . . . attaching a special extended sense [my emphasis] to 
the [metaphor] (Black 1979, 141).  

  
Better suited to less intuitive metaphors, these accounts of metaphorical meaning do not satisfy 
autological metaphors. An account of metaphorical meaning appropriately describes metaphors that 
are not autological because we do not very often have a good handle on what those metaphors actually 
say: metaphorical meaning seeks to establish and make more intelligible the otherwise foreign 
connection between their words so as to establish a subsequent meaning. Hence it is certainly intuitive 
to maintain that such metaphors are, to use Camp's words, a matter of saying one thing and 
communicating something different. And of course, by Black's account, those who use such metaphors 
mean something by the metaphor, certainly something other than what the metaphor actually says. In 
their views, the metaphor user adds an extended sense to the metaphorical statement, a sense intentionally 
more familiar for ease of comprehension.  
 Autological metaphors, by contrast, do not have a foreign connection between their words—
indeed we have a very good handle on what these metaphors say. And not only do we understand what 
they say, but it is through that understanding that we are able, and supposed, to connect their purpose 
as metaphors to their literal consideration. There are, in this way, no foreign connections between an 
autological metaphor's words; we see right through it. Hence, when Camp is certain that “. . . metaphor 
depends so essentially on complex, nuanced mental representations . . .” (Camp 2006b, 166), or when 
Black says absurdity is the essence of metaphor (Black 1978, 434), it is clear that autological metaphors 
are exceptions to this claim. Autological metaphors are, rather, a matter of saying one thing and 
communicating that very same thing; they mean exactly what they say, since their effect as metaphors 
originates in the associations that are made with their ordinary, literal consideration.xi There is no 
extended sense to autological metaphors, but only their ordinary sense:xii everything an autological 
metaphor has to offer us—everything it needs to offer us—is in plain sight. 
 Understanding an autological metaphor is, then, not a matter of recognizing its “metaphorical 
meaning,” but a matter of appreciating its effect. This effect does not stand to be expressible in words 
but is only appreciable in thought; for, if we try to consider our understanding of it as recognizing its 
metaphorical meaning, or if we consider its effect on us as expressible in words, we force the 
autological metaphor to straddle the line between metaphorical and literal. In other words, autological 
metaphors taken literally call attention to the very same associations that their metaphorical meaning 
would purportedly stand to express,xiii and consequently metaphorical meaning, at that point, would 
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cease to be metaphorical at all and would blend incongruously with the literal. Metaphorical meaning 
is, therefore, an inappropriate way to describe the way autological metaphors function.  
 In remediation of this and in avoidance of a similar pitfall, I wish to draw a distinction between 
what an autological metaphor means and what it is used to do. I regard the purpose of an autological 
metaphor as exclusively within the domain of its use; its purpose as a metaphor is not found with its 
literal meaning.xiv An autological metaphor's use is of course based in its literal meaning, however I 
regard its use as the sole origin of its purpose. This use is an instantiation of its purpose, of the process 
through which its effect is appreciated. The resulting effect is established through its imaginative 
employment, based in its ordinary, literal use (Davidson 1978, 33). In other words its ordinary use, 
“. . . like a picture or a bump on the head, [makes] us appreciate some fact . . .” (Davidson 1978, 46).xv  
 This fact becomes our next focus: though the appreciation of an autological metaphor is 
appreciation of its effect, this process relies on a certain factxvi which is part of, and moreover necessary 
for, the establishment of the autological metaphor's purpose. In coming to uncover what this fact 
exactly is we cannot consider autological metaphors’ literal meaning, since a consequence of this 
consideration is that “. . . the sentences in which [these] metaphors occur are true or false in a normal, 
literal way . . .” (Davidson 1978, 41) and, of course, if an autological metaphor is true or false in this 
sense, certainly it is false.xvii As false, it is senseless to investigate the metaphor further, since an analysis 
into what is false will be void—in effect: purposeless. We instead focus our attention to an autological 
metaphor's use. We admit as before to the literal falsity of these metaphors, though importantly what 
matters with their use is not its actual falsity, as is the case with a consideration of their literal meaning, 
but that the metaphors are taken to be falsexviii (Davidson 1978, 42). In beginning to appreciate their 
effect (and so standing in the necessary relation to this fact), we enter into a game of make-believe 
wherein the metaphor is taken as if it were true. This notion of make-believe is only possible through 
both the ordinariness of autological metaphors—and so is possible only with autological 
metaphorsxix—and these metaphors being taken to be false: indeed since only taken to be false, we can 
freely entertain them as if they were true. 
 
 

2. The (mental) content of an autological metaphor 
 

 This game of make-believe is content oriented (Walton 1993, 39). In the make-believe, the 
metaphor is part of a fictional world (Walton 1993, 39) instantiating as-if-truth. Importantly, this 
fictional world is not a visualized world, but rather is a means of structural (or, if you like, conceptual) 
organization within the representational view: if the autological metaphor is false in our actual world, 
and we are to consider it true, it must be so considered elsewhere. A fictional world, then, is a 
demarcation in the avoidance of contradiction. As-if-truth, for its part, is what I call the truth of the 
metaphor from, to use the phrase, the outside looking in: the metaphor is true in the fictional world, 
but as-if-true from our perspective in the actual world. 
 Now content oriented make-believe can best be understood in its contrast to what Kendall 
Walton calls prop oriented make-believe (Walton 1993, 39). Prop oriented make-believe is an account 
of metaphor that considers the referent of a certain word in a metaphor—that word being acted on 
by the metaphorical language—as a prop, taking it as an item in a game of make-believe where it is 
considered beyond that with which it is associated in ordinary circumstances, that is, where it is 
considered in a new, metaphorical light (Walton 1993, 39-40). With the metaphor “The earth 
pirouettes around the sun,” for example, the earth is the prop in a game of make-believe in which the 
earth really does pirouette around the sun; with the metaphor “My Love is a red, red rose,” the idea of 
love is a prop wherein it is no longer just a concept but a physical thing—and not just a physical thing 
at that but a red rose. With prop oriented make-believe, a metaphor has meaning through “the make-
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believe [looking] back toward the props themselves, rather than forward to the fictional truths the props generate 
[my emphasis] . . .” (Walton 1993, 40).    
 We can, if we wish, apply this theory of props to autological metaphors; the result is, however, 
noticeably untoward. Consider again the metaphor “He's just holding me back.” Here it seems 
justifiable to argue that the wife-to-be is the prop if we consider her in a fictional world in which she 
actually is being held back. Or suppose I used the metaphor “They put a lot of hurdles in my path.” It, 
too, seems well described if we settle on calling myself the prop and consider the world wherein there 
actually are hurdles in my path. In both cases though, and in the case of autological metaphors generally, 
this appeal to props is unnecessary: indeed it is exactly because the earth does not actually pirouette 
around the sun that we enter into a game of prop oriented make-believe to consider it; it is exactly 
because we do not know what it would be in our world for love to be a rose that the game of prop 
oriented make-believe is necessary. In both autological metaphors above, by contrast, their literal 
considerations are readily and easily conceivable in our world.   
 Considering the wife-to-be or me as a prop is, therefore, superfluous. A prop is useful insofar 
as it (the referent) is considered as that which it otherwise could not be, the appeal to it as a prop then 
a necessary conceptual investment. Consider this analogy: If a child imagines a bundle of rags as a 
doll, he thereby treats that bundle as a prop in a game (Walton 1993, 39)—he cares for the fictional 
doll, talks to it, eats with it at the dinner table, and so on. If that child then considers another bundle 
of rags as a tool for cleaning counters, he is certainly not treating it as a prop: the bundle is being 
treated in just the way it would ordinarily be expected to be treated. A word's referent in an autological 
metaphor, similarly, cannot really be a prop, because it never functions in a way it would not ordinarily 
function.  
 Furthermore, by definition of prop oriented make-believe, the props do not look forward to 
the fictional truths they generate (Walton 1993, 40). With autological metaphors, however, these 
fictional truths are exactly what we need to look to: in a game of make-believe, an autological 
metaphor's effect is appreciated by investigating the fictional truths that it intimates. These fictional 
truths are propositional by nature,xx and expectedly, “[calling] a proposition fictional amounts to saying 
only that it is ‘true in some fictional world or other’” (Walton 1990, 13). Now, these fictional truths 
are bearers of the fact we are after, however since they are only as-if-true from our viewing the fact 
cannot be gleaned from them: we cannot reliably derive anything from that which is not actually true. 
Given this, we instead look for a way to no longer consider the fact in the fictional world but do so in 
our actual world, via a useful connection between as-if-truth and actual truth.  
 So let us, then, finish developing the process through which the fact is understood. First, as a 
matter of content oriented make-believe, autological metaphors ". . . [look] forward to the content of 
the make-believe" (Walton 1993, 40). Interested in the fictional truths of an autological metaphor, we 
are concerned with exactly this content. I follow Walton in calling the cogitation about the content of 
the make-believe imaginingxxi (Walton 1990, 13). Now the fictional truths are, of course, a part of the 
make-believe's content,xxii and imagining concerns the fictional truths. By extension, it also concerns 
the autological metaphor.xxiii Thus, to imagine an autological metaphor is to cogitate over its fictional 
truths. The fact, therefore, can be grasped through this cogitation. 
 Now by imagining I do not intend to make reference to visualization or to imagery: often, 
“imagining can occur without imagery” (Walton 1990, 13), and in that vein I would like here to 
distinguish between the term as commonly used (visualization, picturing etc.) and the way I intend it. 
In imagining an autological metaphor, “what is important is . . . how conspicuous certain facts [my 
emphasis] . . . are . . ., how persistently they intrude into my thoughts, how difficult it is to avoid 
thinking . . . about them” (Walton 1990, 15). Hence, to imagine an autological metaphor is to consider 
it, to turn it over in the mind, to entertain it―it is, simply, “. . . imagining that something is the case” 
(Walton 1990, 19).  
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 With this consideration we, of course, imagine what is not actually the casexxiv in the actual 
world (Walton 1990, 21), but our imagining is nevertheless “. . . likely to involve the closest attention 
to features of our actual environment . . . .” This is based on the fact that imagining is “. . . in one way 
or another dependent on or aimed at or anchored in the real world” (ibid.). Indeed whenever and 
whatever I imagine, I am bound by the limits of what I can willfully stretch the world into 
accommodating. I cannot, for example, imagine a lamp without considering the orientation of its 
perspective; I cannot imagine a horizon without appealing to a distinct differentiation in hue. Even 
with the wildest thing I can imagine, I must abide by conceivable spatio-temporal limitations. There 
is no imagining without fidelity to the world in some way; imagining, no matter how far it manages to 
stretch our world, must in the end rebound and exemplify the world that we experience. 
 With autological metaphor this notion is amplified. Autological metaphors are already 
grounded in the actual world, making imagining their as-if-truth whilst anchoring them in the world 
very nearly recursive. We do not need to stretch the world much, if at all, to accommodate them. With 
their fidelity to the world we can, then, effectively investigate their fictional truths: the fictional truths 
must find their origin in something, and imagining the autological metaphor in the fictional world 
along with the metaphor's fidelity to the actual world is this origin. This origin establishes the effective 
investigation of the fictional truths, these truths resulting from the homogeneity between the 
metaphor's successful literality in the actual world and that closely resembled within the fictional 
world. In other words, experience in the actual world with what the autological metaphor says is 
effectively transferred into the game of make-believe, the fictional truths stemming from the 
similitudexxv and a reliable investigation resulting from this transfer.  
  This investigation into the fictional truths appeals to the notion that “. . . imaginings begun 
deliberately almost always [develop] further on [their] own”; in other words: “elaborations of what we 
imagine deliberately[,] occur spontaneously” (Walton 1990, 14). In imagining an autological metaphor 
I do not imagine just what is offered to me by its words, but find myself quite naturally—indeed I find 
I cannot keep myself from—filling in the metaphor with further, associated elaborations. These 
elaborations develop more or less spontaneously, exemplifying the actual world beyond the strict 
offerings of the metaphor itself.  
 These elaborations are the fictional truths. They are recognizably based on what would be the 
case if the metaphor was in actually true, though despite this substantive nature, the consideration of 
the metaphor in the game of make-believe, as as-if-true, justifies their suspension, at least at this stage, 
as fictional truths.xxvi   
 Let us now consider two examples. Suppose once again you say of our mutual friend that she 
plays her cards close to her chest. I start by imagining the metaphor as if it were the case. This 
imagining is grounded in the actual world,xxvii so my consideration of the metaphor in the fictional 
world is understood to be based on its successful literality in the actual world: I realize I do not need 
to make accommodations for the metaphor in the game of make-believe, but need only consider what 
the metaphor says in an ordinary sense. In imagining the metaphor, the fictional truths develop. From 
imagining our friend with playing cards close to her chest I find myself imagining under what 
circumstances this would be the case. I imagine she would be playing a card game of some sort; I 
imagine she would be playing this game with others, and that she, naturally, would not want the other 
players to see her cards in this game, and so would be holding her cards close to her chest out of caution 
and distrust of the others. With this last development, we have the metaphor's intended effect.xxviii  
 Now consider the wife-to-be again. She tells us her fiancée is holding her back and, 
presupposing the same foundation, we imagine her metaphor.xxix In imagining her being held back by 
her fiancée, fictional truths have us considering why her fiancée would be doing such a thing. We 
consider the wife-to-be's wish to go abroad, her ennui and dissatisfaction with her arrangement. We 
imagine her being held back from something,xxx then, which by our previous consideration is most 
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certainly her wish to go abroad and so forth. By being held back like this, we imagine the wife-to-be 
restricted, limited, bound, by her fiancée, or something else of a similar sort. Once again, this last 
development provides us with the metaphor's intended effect. 
 All autological metaphors work in this way. Elaborations cause fictional truths to develop, and 
an autological metaphor's effect is the fictional truth that most clearly and distinctly remediates the 
discontinuity of its use in a context. Recognition of a fictional truth as an autological metaphor's 
intended effect, as the remediation of this discontinuity, is the appreciation of this effect. And, that 
the fictional truths, unaltered, remain true when they span from the fictional world to the actual world, 
is the fact that we were after. In other words, the fact is the recognized similarity between the 
elaborations in the fictional world and what the according elaborations would be in the actual world; 
it is the understanding of the reliability of the investigation into the fictional truths and the relation of 
that investigation on the metaphor in the actual world, based upon the homogeneity—the 
identicalness—between both domains. In the developments above we had to appeal to this fact in 
order to establish the second thesis; I now conclude by embedding this notion within a conceptual 
understanding of cognition and experience.  
 
 

3. How do we understand an autological metaphor?  
 

 Cognition and experience, of course, stand to be realized by the person who herself stands to 
appreciate the autological metaphor's effect. For the metaphor to have its purpose, she must 
understand the factual situation at hand. This realization, as was said, is possible through the awareness 
of the similitude between the two domains of experience―the fictional and actual world―when 
considering the metaphor. Autological metaphors achieve their purpose only upon the recognition of 
this similitude, the purpose, as a result, “. . . not in language at all, but in the way we conceptualize one 
domain in terms of [the other]” (Lakoff 1993, 203).   
 George Lakoff's (1993) cognitive theory of metaphor is the final development in the 
establishment of the representational view. In this section I posit a conceptual domain structure for 
autological metaphor, which serves to formally establish the homogeneity between the two domains.  
 Lakoff's theory regards a metaphor as a linguistic expression that is “. . . the surface realization 
of . . . a cross-domain mapping” (Lakoff 1993, 203), where a cross-domain mapping is the 
conceptualization of one domain of experience in terms of another. In a metaphor, the two domains 
of experience are called the source-domain and target-domain (Lakoff 1993, 207). The source-domain 
is an associated domain of experience that maps itself to the target-domain, while the target-domain 
is conceptualized through that source-domain (Lakoff 1993, 206). Such cross-domain mappings are 
named by the mnemonic schema TARGET-DOMAIN IS SOURCE DOMAIN or TARGET-
DOMAIN AS SOURCE-DOMAIN (Lakoff 1993, 207; capitalization in text), representing the 
ontological correspondences of a metaphor's domain mapping, i.e. the conceptual grounding of the 
metaphor in thought, its cognitive significance in use. Cross-domain mappings and their associated 
mnemonic schema are the result of research conducted by Lakoffxxxi in which similarly cognized 
metaphorical language was found to elicit similarly structured cross-domain mappings.xxxii The 
resulting mappings and mnemonics are, then, not arbitrary, but very much deliberate.     
 Consider, as an example, the metaphor “Time is flying by.” Within Lakoff's theory, this 
metaphor is representative of a cross-domain mapping: the target-domain is time, the source-domain 
motion (Lakoff 1993, 217), and the conceptualization of experiences associated with time (as the 
target-domain), through the appreciation of experiences associated with motion (as the source-
domain), constitutes the metaphor's cognitive significance. TIME PASSING IS MOTION is then the 
mnemonic schema for the ontological correspondences, the conceptual domain structure, of the 
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metaphor. For the metaphor to have any significance, therefore, we must successfully conceptualize 
time in terms of motion—that is, we must conceptualize its target-domain in terms of its source-
domain.  
 We conceptualize autological metaphors similarly, but since autological metaphors have 
noticeable adherence to the world, a standard domain structure is unnecessary. It is just because time 
cannot literally fly by that an appeal to something ordinaryxxxiii (i.e. motion) is necessary for its 
conceptualization. It is this appeal that makes cross-domain mappings so effective for metaphors that 
are not autological—such metaphors have difficulty being considered otherwise. In demarcating an 
autological metaphor's domain structure, on the other hand, the appeal to something ordinary is 
recursive. The autological metaphor already is an ordinary use of language—it already is grounded in 
our experience. It is senseless to establish that an ordinary use of language is best conceptualized by 
yet another ordinary use of language; and, so, it is evident that the cognitive significance of autological 
metaphor must lie elsewhere. 
 I argue as follows: the two domains of experience, the actual and fictional world, serve as the 
target- and source-domain, respectively, in establishing the cognitive significance for an autological 
metaphor; they serve as the means by which the fact is established. I propose the domain structure 
mnemonic ACTUAL IS IMAGINED in describing the purpose of autological metaphor and its 
conceptual embedment in experience: an autological metaphor's purpose is achieved given our 
understanding that considerations of its as-if truth in the fictional world has an identical, genuine 
consideration of truth in the actual world.  
 This argument runs along the same track as Gallese's and Lakoff's hypothesis that “. . . the 
same neural substrate used in imagining is used in understanding” (Gallese and Lakoff 2005, 456), and 
their further claim that “. . . understanding is imagination . . .” whereby “. . . what [we] understand of 
a sentence in a context is the meaning of that sentence in that context” (Gallese and Lakoff 2005, 
456). This relationship between imagining and understanding is expressed quite well by autological 
metaphor: our understanding of such metaphors depends forthwith on our imaginings of them, this 
then serving as their meaning, i.e. their effect, as metaphors. Therefore, through associating the two 
domains of experience the conceptualization of the domain structure is achieved, the fact is 
understood, the effect is appreciated and autological metaphors are able to achieve their purpose. This 
is, in its complete form, the representational view.  
 
 

4. Two initial objections 
 

 Before my concluding remarks I consider two objections—one to the notion of autological 
metaphor and the other to the representational view. Each objection raises a salient point that must 
be overcome if the development in this paper is to be seriously considered. Ultimately, I show how 
both objections are unconvincing. 
 First, you might think that autological metaphors cannot really be all that different from other 
metaphors, or at least not different enough to justify the introduction of a new term and idea. It may 
be that autological metaphors can after all be housed under the same analysis as other, less intuitive 
metaphors. Let us even suppose you agree that the contemporary accounts of metaphor I have refuted 
up to this point are indeed inadequate to account for autological metaphor, but you are convinced 
another, yet to be drafted account can successfully describe both sorts of metaphor, thereby dissolving 
the term 'autological metaphor' since any real difference (between autological and other metaphors) 
would cease to lie beyond the phrase. In this sense we can get along just as well without the 
development of autological metaphor, and I have complicated unnecessarily.  
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 On closer inspection, this objection trivializes the difference between ordinary language and 
the more abstract, and ignores the processes, foreign to one another that govern both. Consider the 
following example.xxxiv A mathematics professor, in explaining to you and me the relationship two 
vectors have to one another, grabs a pen and a highlighter and uses them to form an angle, holding 
them together at one end. Now in an ordinary, literal way this professor is showing us a pen and a 
highlighter; however in an abstract, metaphorical way he is showing us a vector. In this case, the pen 
and highlighter are props to which the professor appended vector-like qualities.  
 This case is similar to metaphors that are not autological. Again, with such metaphors, one of 
its word's referent serves as a prop, and the associations of some other word in the metaphor are 
attached to the prop, allowing new or useful things to be communicated. 
 Of course, we would not say that the pen or highlighter is a prop to which associations about 
pens and highlighters, respectively, are ever attached. If the purpose of the professor showing us a 
pen, for example, was to have us notice pen-like qualities and draw relevant associations, in no sense 
is the pen a prop; it is, rather, serving its purpose through its own ordinary associations. In this case 
something entirely different is occurring, something inelegantly described by the appeal to props. 
 Such is an autological metaphor. Indeed no part of an autological metaphor serves as a prop, 
because no part needs to be seen apart from what ordinarily associates with it. To appreciate the effect 
of an autological metaphor is to understand only the associations accompanying its ordinary 
consideration, and is to comprehend the impressions that such an understanding gives off. 
 Making a distinction with autological metaphor is necessary. These metaphors, while 
functioning as metaphors simpliciter, do not function as other metaphors do: they do not establish a 
likeness between two or more things that are foreign to each other, but advantage ordinary situations 
grounded in our experiences in the world. The notion of autological metaphor represents a genuine 
distinction, then, between ordinary and abstract, and this distinction is important. And, if their 
distinction is important, the representational view is, by a natural extension, necessary to describe 
them. 
 It might also be objected that the representational view itself poses a problem: it seems there 
is no explicit, formal way to arrive at the metaphor's effect. The representational view has us consider 
the different fictional truths associated with an autological metaphor, but provides no way to show 
absolutely which one is the metaphor's intended effect, in lieu of others. The representational view 
then assumes too much: to argue that the autological metaphor's effect is this or that fictional truth 
over another is to presuppose the metaphor's effect without explicating a process through which that 
effect is uncovered. It would seem the representational view begs the question. 
 On a more meticulous review, however, it does not really beg the question. This objection 
seems compelling insofar as we ignore our experiences and disregard our notable ability to make sense 
out of contextual situations. Avner Baz mentions a genuinely reliable human capability when he says 
that  

 
as competent speakers, we are generally quite good at hearing the words of others so as to 
make the most sense of them―seeing through them, as it were, to their intended point (Baz, 
2012, 68). 

 
It is the combination of our experiences and Baz's point that justifies the representational view's 
approach. There can, of course, be many associated fictional truths for an autological metaphor. 
Grounded in experience and as competent speakers, though, we easily see which fictional truth 
matters―some fictional truth establishes the sense for the metaphor better than others, and 
unequivocally establishes its purpose. Over-formalizing a process through which the effect of an 
autological metaphor is precisely established puts us in no better position than Max Black (1978) when 
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he argued that interacting ideas in a metaphor are nodes of isomorphic structures, in which assertions 
about one idea are correlated one-to-one with assertions of another (Black 1978, 445). Theories of 
this kind are, to use Wittgenstein's phrase, almost too ridiculous for words (Wittgenstein 1967, 11). 
To call ideas “nodes” in an isomorphic structure is to misuse language, and in the end we get no closer 
to understanding how metaphors work. The representational view does not place the success of 
autological metaphor in some obscure speculation. Rather it returns it to and places its success where 
analyses of metaphor should have been all along: within the person and their experiences. And in the 
end, this is what we should analyze. 
 
 

5. Concluding remarks 
 

 We have here considered autological metaphor and the representational view. The former 
concept houses a genuinely distinct sort of metaphor, and the latter is the appropriate tool to analyze 
those metaphors. I hope my expositions of both were, like the processes they describe, lucid and 
straightforward. Expectedly, when describing more complex, less straightforward metaphors (those 
that are not autological), their analysis must be similarly complex, and less straightforward. In this way, 
the past analyses of metaphor—perhaps too hastily or perhaps in the worry they were not being 
thorough enough—sought to comprehensively account for all, or at the least most, metaphors, under 
one review. When we look to autological metaphor, their claims to comprehensiveness are challenged: 
when autological metaphors are taken out from under these analyses—taken out from under the rug, 
we could very well say—it is clear they never truly did fit. With such analyses now a little less broad, a 
little more meticulous, and a bit less untidy, a new account of metaphor takes a step—albeit a small 
one—in the right direction.    
 As was said at the outset, this topic was one to be introduced and developed to an extent with 
this paper: the discussion of autological metaphor is by no means closed—this is merely its opening. 
What I hope to have made clear is that the distinction between metaphors that are autological and 
those that are not is a fundamental distinction of metaphor: every metaphor comes down to a question 
of whether it is meant to be understood in this or that way, that is, whether it is or it is not autological. 
If it is, it is the job of the representational view to analyze; if it is not, it should be analyzed through 
some other, similarly tailored theory. What such a theory may look like I will not here decide, though 
it is our advantage to already have one piece of the puzzle.  

Jason Culmone 
Jason.Culmone@quinnipiac.edu 

  

Endnotes 
 
i Philosophers have struggled with the word literal as regards language use for some time now, and I do not wish to stir up 
complications for my viewed by using the word undefined. I wish to make the reader aware that literal is here taken to 
reference a metaphor's actual, ordinary stock in our world—that is, the situation the metaphor describes when its words 
are taken in their ordinary use. 
ii This notion will recur throughout. 
iii Here effect is very similar to what other analyses of metaphor call a metaphor's meaning, though, for reasons that will 
become much more apparent in section 1, I refrain from using the word meaning in this paper. 
iv It is very important to note that not all metaphors that have some success when taken literally work in this way. Consider, 
for example, the metaphors “I am sure there will be a light at the end of the tunnel” and “He is certainly tied to her apron 
strings.” In both cases we would certainly not be met with much trouble if we were to argue that the metaphor has a 
substantive literal consideration; the difficulty is, in these cases and in cases like them, arguing that the significance of a 
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metaphor's literal consideration bears the appropriate (and necessary) relationship to the purpose of the metaphor, which 
is, of course, not always—and indeed not very often—the case.   
v This is to say that I address a few of the most well known accounts of metaphor in contemporary literature, and refute 
the applicability of each account to metaphors that are autological. While these accounts of course do not use the term 
autological metaphor they do, nevertheless, wrongly analyze these metaphors. 
vi This, as will be mentioned at the conclusion of section I, is the fact of autological metaphors—that is, it is the identicalness 
between the source- and target-domain. 
vii Part of what makes a metaphor imaginable or “ordinary,” and so autological, is very much dependent on experience and 
culture. This is to say, in other words, that the question of what metaphors are autological has its grounding in a normal 
language user of a given culture. So there is certainly a sense in which the metaphor “She's a witch” could be autological, 
provided that the culture in question is just so—say, Europe in the late 15th to early 16th centuries. This is an interesting 
point to note, but it is not so much an objection as it is an important clarification for what autological metaphors are 
ultimately based in: a certain culture and a certain language. 
viii Of course, the metaphor does not intend to say it is a crime for individuals themselves to be in poverty, but intends to say 
the fact that people are impoverished is a crime—an important distinction.  
ix See note 8. 
x Jakub Mácha (2011) and Max Black (1979), for example, differ in this way. 
xi This will become more evident when developed further in section Ⅱ; for now, though, the consideration of the 
autological metaphors we have seen thus far adequately satisfies this assertion. 
xii We will see, though, that the introduction of an autological metaphor's use is how it is not simply a matter of ordinary 
language—that is, how it remains a metaphor. 
xiii For example, when you see someone with playing cards close to their chest (presumably in a card game) you think them 
cautious. Of course, when the associated metaphor is used to call someone cautious, metaphorical meaning is identical 
with the associations drawn from the metaphor's literal consideration, and the very foundation upon which metaphorical 
meaning stood becomes compromised, its significance apart from literality thereby incoherent.     
xiv By diverting the purpose of autological metaphors, as metaphors, away from their literal meaning, we circumvent the 
above problem with the similitude between metaphorical and literal meaning. 
xv The imaginative employment calls attention to the fact that what an autological metaphor literally says is untrue, though 
since its use is based in this literal meaning, imagination of the what the metaphor says in this way is needed. 
xvi While Davidson of course did not mean “fact” to be taken in this way, especially in its regard to autological metaphor—
itself a succedent development—it is nevertheless an apt approach for the representational view, and is an important level 
to analyze within the representational view for its proper organization.  
xvii You may, for example, use the metaphor “He's just holding me back,” but it is false that you are actually being held 
back; you may say to me “She plays her cards close to her chest,” but it is false to say our friend does (or is) in fact playing 
cards (in a card game) in such a way. I may say there were hurdles in my path after a difficult bout at work, though it is 
false that there were actually hurdles. 
xviii Indeed it is when a sentence is taken to be false, as Davidson notes, that we regard it as a metaphor and begin to search 
for its purpose—begin to restore its function in the context.    
xix Cf. the difficulty in taking “My love is a blossoming bouquet of roses” as if it were true: I am not at all clear about what 
love actually as a rose entails, and so have great difficulty taking it as if it were true—I haven't at all a good handle on what 
such a thing would mean. 
xx This will become more evident toward the end of this section. 
xxi To be differentiated from “imaginary.”  
xxii That is, the fictional truths provide the make-believe with substance, and so indeed make up part of the make-believe's 
content.  
xxiii This is to say, of course, that the fictional truths are borne out of the autological metaphor. 
xxiv We are, again, imagining the autological metaphor as if it were the case, due to our consideration of the use of the 
metaphor.  
xxv Metaphors that are not autological do not have this homogeneity across the two domains, and so the representational 
view is inapplicable to them. In other words, my attempts to come to terms with the literal meaning of, for example, “My 
Love is a red, red rose” in the actual world turn up empty-handed because there is no relevant experience for me to draw 
from. My attempts then do nothing to help consider the metaphor in the game of prop oriented make-believe. Props are 
useful just because there is no such homogeneity. 
xxvi That is, as opposed to considering the elaborations true simpliciter, which seems the natural response given their 
relatedness when connected to the metaphor's actual truth in the world.  
xxvii And my own recognition of this grounding is indeed the reason I felt compelled, and anyone considering an autological 
metaphor feels compelled, to imagine the metaphor in the first place. 
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xxviii Those readers who believe I made an unjustified supposition about which fictional truth is in fact the metaphor's 
effect are raising a valid objection, one I address in part Ⅳ. 
xxix Of course in this case our recognition of the wife's original ennui and dissatisfaction with her fiancée is important for 
a proper imagining and for drawing substantive fictional truths. More generally, in any case of understanding an autological 
metaphor the context in which it is used is crucial, though a specific treatment of this idea requires an entirely other paper 
devoted just to it—we do not here have the space to afford such a topic what it is justly due.  
xxx This is an appeal to the difference between simply being held, and being held back. Certainly the latter denotes being 
held back from something, not just being held simpliciter.  
xxxi This research was achieved through many avenues. Early published work on such research can be seen in the case 
studies of Lakoff (1987); more recent, relevant work on cognition and language can be followed via The Neural Theory 
of Language Group at Berkeley.  
xxxii See, for example, Lakoff 1993, 219-227. 
xxxiii That is, importantly, something grounded in our experience in the world. 
xxxiv In fact a personal experience. 
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When Things Get Swept Under the Rug: A Restructure of Metaphor 
In this paper I offer a directed account of metaphor that looks to those metaphors that have 

ordinary stock in our world; that is, those metaphors whose use is, purposely, to connect realizable 
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situations that one experiences. I argue that contemporary analyses of these metaphors have been 
inadequate, since they have developed theories of how metaphorical utterances work focusing solely 
on abstract, less intuitive metaphors, drawing no distinction between them and the more ordinary (one 
could say literal) metaphors with which I am concerned. These ordinary metaphors find their purpose 
in our ordinary imaginings of them, which is quite different from abstract metaphors whose imaginings 
are often difficult if not altogether impossible (cf. the difficulty in imagining love as a rose in the 
metaphor “My love is a red, red rose”). I argue that these more ordinary metaphors are due their own 
separate analysis, based on an amalgam of three separate contemporary accounts. I here sketch this 
analysis, and defend its effectiveness in accounting for these ordinary metaphors. 
 


